PUBLICATION OF FULL LENGTH PAPERS

The organizers are pleased to announce that the full-length papers connected to scientific contributions - lectures and posters - presented at the Symposium will be considered for publication in the special issue of Journal of Chromatography A, an international peer reviewed journal published by Elsevier.

The articles shall be submitted online via the journal's website via Article Type: ISSS 2007, when submitting to this symposium issue. This selection will be available in the "select article type" screen, after entering the intended title. The manuscripts must be prepared according to the Instructions to Authors and Guide, that may be found in detail in: http://www.elsevier.com/locate/chroma, or may be downloaded from the same site.

Every manuscript has to be accompanied by a cover letter, in which it will be made clear that the submitted manuscript is intended for the proceedings of the 13th International Symposium on Separation Sciences 2007.

All manuscripts will be peer reviewed and must be submitted before the specified deadline to be considered for inclusion in the symposium volume, that means before July 31, 2007.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION - LECTURES

For preparation of lecture, please use preferably PowerPoint 2003, of MS Office 2003, VGA dataprojector resolution 1024x768 p.

It is preferred to bring your video-data-projection presentations on CD or USB Memory Flash, because the exchanging and use of own notebooks might cause the disturbance in time schedule and unexpected problems with projector tuning. All lecturers, please contact the session chairman in the break before the lecture session to prepare the presentation.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION - POSTERS

Poster boards available are 95 cm wide. The height of posters is not limited, if they are prepared on one poster sheet. If a poster is prepared on several pages, only 95 cm height can be fixed on a poster board.

There will be three poster sessions, once a day - June 27., 28., and 29. Fixing of posters on the boards is possible from 18.00 on the day before the presentation day. Posters shall be at their place latest before 8.15 a.m. on the presentation day so as the lectures are not disturbed, and they shall stay on boards during scientific sessions of that day for all the participants to read. Fixing pins or tape will be available on-site.

All presenting authors are asked to be available at the posters for the discussion during the time that will be indicated in the scientific program.